
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Delegates’ Comments 
 

2 Day Workshop No. 06 
Entitled 

The Engineer as Manager 
 

The workshop is developed and facilitated by 
 Mr. Malcolm Black, B.Sc.(Mech.Eng.), G.C.C., MSAIMechE, Th B. 

 

JB,:  I would recommend this course to my company for all project engineers to attend. 
RG: : Good networking opportunity.  It was stimulating spending the day with different types of engineering graduates. 
NT, Technician):  Course was very interesting and relevant to my working environment. 
LN, Manager Engineering: I acquired new tools. 
AM, Engineer: Enjoyed the course content and the way it was put across. Good balance between learning via lecture and learning by 
interaction.  
RdP, Technical Manager:  Thoroughly enjoyed.. 
JL, Engineer:  I found the course engaging, relevant and inspirational and look forward to implementing some of the strategies into my 
daily life. Thank you. 
IM, Engineer:  Worthwhile course, addressed a pertinent issue. 
TC, Managing Director:  Well run course. 
NB, Technician: Overall course was very interesting and relevant to my working environment. 
LN, Manager Engineering: I enjoyed the course and acquired some new tools. 
SM, Deputy Manager:  Overall good and professional. 
TN, Snr. Engineer:  Worth my while to have attended the course. 
PC,  Manger- Mech Eng.: I enjoyed the course and found it interesting with the presenter being highly knowledge of the subject. The 
presenter utilised his personnel experience and well read referees to provide an enlightening course. 
FR, Repair Engineer:  Course material was very good and sufficient. 
BN, (Technician): The workshop exceeded my expectations 
TL, (Mech Tech): At first I seemed to think I know most of the content but later (day 2) learnt a whole lot of new things/techniques. 
TM, (Engineer): This course is very informative and the practical examples used were real-life examples. 
The course was very informative. The presenter is enthusiastic and well prepared. The course is very well structured.  
It was an informative course and interesting overall, especially that the overall business is about making money and that it is up to 'us' 
to get the basics right.  
Great overview of the basics for achieving an effective management approach. 
Very good, experienced presenter.  I found this course very valuable and I will be sure to implement the tools & techniques. 
Insightful course and I will work on 'Goal Settings' and time management. 
Good course for a manager.  Very informative and practical techniques. 
I found this course to be very useful and enlightening. I will apply the concepts both in my professional and personal capacity. I will be 
recommending it to colleagues and friends. 
KD (Engineer):  The presenter was excellent during his role / responsibility as a facilitator. 
SK (Engineering Manager):  New managers should do this course as a start.  Will help. 
KP (Group Leader Mechanical): Should be made into a 1 week course. 
AC (Regional Manager): Thank you. A very informative, useful session that I think will add value 
MG  (Mechanical Engineer): Good course that shows me it's better to get people to work with you than for you to obtain a goal. 
JB (Electrical  Engineer  & Project Manager): Excellent presentation & practical examples. 
UM: (Mechanical Engineer): Well presented, well received. 
DD: An excellent workshop presented by a very knowledgeable presenter. The real world experience of the presenter gave valuable 
insights into the application of the concepts and techniques. 
DM (Maintenance Manager): Good Work. Keep it up! 
TM (Senior Advisor: Capital Efficiency): It was very informative and insightful. 
ML (Service Eng): Enjoyed the course. Content relevant to emerging new managers and  managers already in the field. 
SdR (Oil & Gas Director): Excellent course. I will definitely recommend for others to attend. 
CD, Plant Engineer: It was a very insightful, inspirational and informative course. 
NT, Junior Mechanical Engineer: The workshop was well presented and structured. 
MM, APM-Lab: Very useful. 
MD, Front End Engineer: The topic was very interesting. 
NM, Front End Manager: Good course, content was specific to technical people wanting to gain management skills. 


